When you choose Rockwell Automation, you tap into the power of our PartnerNetwork™ program, our framework of supplier of complementary products and services. The program provides you with the access to a local, regional and global network of best-in-class companies, who are all critical to the Rockwell Automation Connected Enterprise strategy.

Explore the latest products and solutions from the PartnerNetwork members participating at this year’s TechED EMEA. You can find them during the event exhibiting in Lounge 2 and with a technical session on our program in room 402.

*Check out the session guide for descriptions on all sessions from our exhibitors:*

**(GOLD SPONSOR)**

**STRATUS TECHNOLOGIES**

Stratus Technologies Always-On solutions keep industrial applications up and running 24/7 and enable you to meet production, revenue, and quality goals. We offer the ftServer platform and everRun Enterprise software. Both are easy to deploy, maintain, and are backed by Stratus global support team.

**Session: AP09**

You can also meet Stratus during the Welcome reception which they will host on Monday 08 October from 18h00 to 21h00 in the Lounge 2 at the Hotel Zuiderduin.
LinMot linear motors provide extremely high speed, long life, complete controllability, very long strokes and peak forces to 600 pounds.

Meet Linmot at TechED EMEA and learn more about their sessions.

Session: AP03
Session: AP10

Panduit will help you assess network infrastructure current state and future readiness, deliver comprehensive, standards compliant drawings and manage the deployment of industrial physical infrastructures.

Session: AP06

WIN-911 SOFTWARE
WIN-911 is the world’s most widely used remote alarm notification software. Deployed in over 10K plants globally. Direct data connection to FactoryTalk and PanelView Plus. Email, SMS, analog phone, in-plant announcers, web browser, and smartphone app delivery. Advanced workflow for alarm escalation.

Session: AP13
PARTICIPATING PARTNERS

CISCO
The global leader in IT networking, Cisco collaborates with Rockwell Automation to bridge the gap between plant-floor and enterprise with a common network infrastructure through training, network design, services and products.

Session: AP01

EPLAN SOFTWARE & SERVICES
EPLAN's design automation CAE products leverage the powerful database architecture: EPLAN Electric P8 - electrical design; EPLAN Pro Panel - 3D enclosure layout; EPLAN Preplanning - plant and process design; EPLAN Fluid - fluid power design and EPLAN Harness ProD - wire and cable harness designs.

Session: AP14

HMS INDUSTRIAL NETWORKS
HMS leads the Industrial Networking, Industrial Ethernet & Fieldbus Communication market and supplies products & technology to companies on a global scale. With offices on 3 continents, distributors in more than 50 countries, HMS delivers solutions for the world of Automation and Industrial Control.

Session: AP02

JVL INDUSTRI ELEKRONIK A/S
In 1986 JVL produced their first advanced motor controllers. Later JVL began to integrate the encoder, controller and driver in the motor itself, thus saving cabling and installation costs and took up less space than traditional separate motors and controllers.

Session: AP16

MICROSOFT
Microsoft (Nasdaq “MSFT” @microsoft) enables digital transformation for the era of an intelligent cloud and an intelligent edge. Its mission is to empower every person and every organization on the planet to achieve more.

Session: AP17
**MOLEX DEUTSCHLAND GMBH**
Molex, through its Brad products, empowers the industrial infrastructure. Designed for easy installation and long-term reliable performance in harsh environments. Brad Communications network interfaces, gateways, diagnostic tools include globally recognized names applicom, Direct-Link, and SST.

Session: AP04

**NVENT – HOFFMAN**
nVent is a global leader in safeguarding industrial controls, electrical components, and communications hardware. Its premier brand, Hoffman, provides a comprehensive range of standard, modified and custom enclosure and cooling solutions for multiple industrial markets.

Session: AP05

**PEPPERL+FUCHS**
Pepperl+Fuchs has been a leading supplier of automation equipment for decades. We channel our explosion protection expertise into a complete range of solutions for the process automation industry. Our portfolio includes intrinsic safety isolators, Zener barriers, signal conditioners, fieldbus technology, remote I/O, HART interfaces, level measurement, purge & pressurization systems, human machine interfaces, custom cabinets, and junction boxes. Process companies all over the world rely on our proven components and tailor-made solutions for hazardous and non-hazardous areas. Industries that we serve include oil and gas, petrochemical, chemical, pharmaceutical, wastewater treatment, and power technology.

Session: AP07

**PROSOFT TECHNOLOGY**
For more than 25 years, ProSoft Technology has been focused on providing solutions to help our global customers increase production, reduce downtime, and lower operating and maintenance costs. Our solutions focus on Connectivity, Optimization, Modernization, and Migration challenges in a variety of industries. We supply industrial communication solutions that enable dissimilar automation control equipment to share information and transfer critical control data through wired and wireless connectivity. We have
solutions that enable a phased migration of legacy control systems to modern infrastructure, and allow our customers to remotely get the right data to the right person when they need it. We also have innovative solutions to help our OEM customers optimize their machine performance. Our solutions enable all this while ensuring industrial-grade cybersecurity. ProSoft solutions are at the center of the Connected Enterprise and are used in every industry and in every part of the world.

Session: AP08

RF IDEAS
RF IDEas designs and manufactures pcProx card readers that support nearly every proximity and contactless smart card in use worldwide. RF IDEas is committed to providing customized solutions for end-users across many vertical markets by leveraging existing card environments and improving workflow.

Session: AP11

SOFTING
Softing develops products for connectivity and products to monitor and troubleshoot network communication health. tManager performs bi-directional data transactions between SQL databases and ControlLogix; WireXpert troubleshoots and certifies Ethernet data communication cable installations.

Session: AP12

SPECTRUM CONTROLS INC.
For more than 25 years, Spectrum Controls has been a trusted Rockwell Automation Encompass Partner. We build Allen Bradley compatible I/O modules, Remote Access solutions, and Industrial Displays. The Rockwell Automation TechConnect program supports all of our I/O and InView Marquee Displays.

Session: AP15